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Deep Learning Based Lung Region Segmentation with Data
Preprocessing by Generative Adversarial Nets

Jumpei Nitta1, Student Member, IEEE, Megumi Nakao1, Member, IEEE, Keiho Imanishi2,
and Tetsuya Matsuda1, Member, IEEE

Abstract— In endoscopic surgery, it is necessary to under-
stand the three-dimensional structure of the target region to
improve safety. For organs that do not deform much during
surgery, preoperative computed tomography (CT) images can
be used to understand their three-dimensional structure, how-
ever, deformation estimation is necessary for organs that deform
substantially. Even though the intraoperative deformation es-
timation of organs has been widely studied, two-dimensional
organ region segmentations from camera images are necessary
to perform this estimation. In this paper, we propose a region
segmentation method using U-net for the lung, which is an
organ that deforms substantially during surgery. Because the
accuracy of the results for smoker lungs is lower than that for
non-smoker lungs, we improved the accuracy by translating the
texture of the lung surface using a CycleGAN.

I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, endoscopic surgery has become widely per-

formed thanks to the development of medical technology
and instruments. Endoscopic surgery is less painful than con-
ventional laparotomy and the patient recovers more quickly.
The surgical wound is also smaller than in open surgery, but
the operation is difficult and time-consuming. In endoscopic
surgery, because a camera is inserted into the body and the
operation is performed through a monitor, it is necessary
to understand the three-dimensional structure of the target
organ in order to improve safety. However, it is not easy
to capture the three-dimensional structure of an organ from
the narrow surgical field of the endoscope, as several studies
have reported [1][2].

For example, the liver is an organ that does not deform
much during surgery. One proposed method supports liver
surgery by projecting a virtual image of organ blood vessels
and tumors created from preoperative computed tomography
(CT) images on the laparoscopic image as a guide [3]. In
contrast, in organs with large intraoperative deformations,
there is a great difference between the organ shape obtained
by preoperative CT images and the organ shape during
operation. Thus it is not possible to simply project a virtual
image onto a laparoscopic image, as can be done for the
liver. In the lung in particular, because the lung parenchyma
collapses in response to changes in intrapulmonary pressure
during the operation, the amount of deformation is large and
can exceed 50% [4]. Therefore, it is necessary to estimate
the deformation to identify the tumor position. Studies have
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found that to estimate the deformation, it is possible to use
the shape of the organ in the intraoperative endoscopic image
[5], but it is necessary to segment the lung region from
the endoscopic image for clinical application. Wu et al. [6]
proposed a lung region segmentation method that focuses on
the continuity of organ deformation in surgical videos.

In this paper, we propose a lung region segmentation
method using U-net, which is a model that was proposed
for medical image segmentation [7]. Accuracy varies in
lung region segmentation using U-net, and in particular,
the results of smoker lung images are less accurate than
those of non-smoker lung images, where smoker lung images
stand for the images include purple color lung and thoracic
cavity. Therefore, to improve the accuracy of lung region
segmentation for smoker lung images, we propose a data
preprocessing method that performs image style transfer
using a CycleGAN-based model [8]. Many studies on im-
age style transfer using deep learning have been reported
[9][10]. Among them, CycleGAN is a method that changes
only the texture of a local object while maintaining the
global features of the image. CycleGAN is an extension
of generative adversarial networks (GANs) [11]. It is an
unsupervised learning method that learns the features of two
image domains and translates image styles belonging to one
domain to styles belonging to the other domain. As the data,
we prepared frame images extracted from surgical videos
of thoracoscopic lung cancer resection. We extracted scenes
that do not include any surgical tools; examples are shown
in Figure 1. In the experiment, we trained both U-net and
CycleGAN using these data. For the U-net training, we also
prepared mask images that represent the correct lung region.
For the CycleGAN training, we divided the lung images
into two domains, non-smoker lung images and smoker lung
images, as shown in Figure 1, and used them as the training
data.

II. METHODS
A. U-net Lung Region Segmentation Model

We constructed a lung region segmentation model using
the U-net structure. The input of the model is a target frame
image in which the lung region needs to be predicted, and
the output is the lung region in the target frame. The size of
the input frame image to be predicted is 256× 256, and the
number of channels is three (i.e., RGB channels). The output
lung region is a single-channel binary image also 256× 256
in size. In the output image, the white area represents the
lung region and the black area represents the background.
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Fig. 1. Generative adversarial nets for lung images, X: non-smoker lung
image domain and Y : smoker lung image domain. The dataset for training
the adversarial nets was constructed from 1,890 images in total (X: 770
images, Y : 1,120 images).

B. Lung Image Targeted Adversarial Nets

In a CycleGAN, a network is constructed using two GANs.
During model training, each GAN tries to generate images
belonging to one image domain from images belong to the
other image domain. Simultaneously, the image generated
by one generator is input to the other generator to generate
a reconstructed image that retains the features of the real
image. CycleGAN uses the sum of adversarial loss, which
is the original loss function of GAN, and cycle consistency
loss as the loss function. Let the two image domains be X
and Y . Then, the adversarial loss is

Ladv(GX , DX) = Ex[logDX(x)]

+ Ey[log(1−DX(GX(y)))], (1)

and the cycle consistency loss is

Lcyc(GX , GY ) = Ex[∥GX(GY (x))− x∥1]
+ Ey[∥GY (GX(y))− y∥1], (2)

where GX tries to generate image GX(y) that is similar
to image x in X from image y in Y , whereas DX tries
to discriminate whether the image is the real image x or
generated image GX(y). The same is true for GY and DY .
By adding the cycle consistency loss to the loss function,
the model is trained to generate a reconstructed image that
corresponds to the real image. Therefore, we can request
the model to generate an image that retains the real image
features. To summarize the loss function of CycleGAN, it
becomes

Lcgan = Ladv(GX , DX) + Ladv(GY , DY )

+ λcyc × Lcyc(GX , GY ), (3)

where weight λcyc controls the relative strength of the
adversarial loss and cycle consistency loss.

When segmenting lung regions on translated images, the
correct region cannot be obtained if the shape of the lung
is deformed. Therefore, when transferring the style of the
lung image, we want to translate only the texture of the
lung surface from the original lung image to the generated
image. However, the original loss function of CycleGAN
has insufficient constraints to perform such a translation
while maintaining the lung shape. To solve this problem,
we modify the feature loss introduced by Nakao et al. [12]
and add it to the CycleGAN loss function (3).
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Fig. 2. Experiment architecture for smoker lung image region segmentation
with data preprocessing. The U-net performs the lung region segmentation,
CycleGAN performs the style transfer, and the ground truth represents
correct lung region of the target smoker lung image. The Dice coefficient
of the lung region images generated from original smoker lung images and
translated smoker lung images were calculated and then compared.

We use ResNet [13] as a feature extractor and extract the
features of images x, y, GX(y), GY (x), GX(GY (x)), and
GY (GX(y)). The feature loss is the sum of the differences
in the extracted features of each image. Let f be a function
that extracts image features using ResNet. Then, the feature
loss becomes

Lfeat = Ex[∥f(GY (x))− f(x)∥2]
+ Ey[∥f(GX(y))− f(y)∥2]
+ Ex[∥f(x)− f(GX(GY (x)))∥2]
+ Ey[∥f(y)− f(GY (GX(y)))∥2]
+ Ex[∥f(GX(GY (x)))− f(GY (x))∥2]
+ Ey[∥f(GY (GX(y)))− f(GX(y))∥2]. (4)

By adding the feature loss to the loss function, the model
trained to generate images retains the real image features.

Finally, we use loss function

L = Lcgan + λfeat × Lfeat, (5)

to train the CycleGAN model, where λfeat is the weight that
controls the relative strength of each term. The smoker lung
image translation model G∗

X is obtained by solving

G∗
X , G∗

Y = arg min
GX ,GY

max
DX ,DY

L(GX , GY , DX , DY ). (6)

III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Lung Dataset and Experiment Architecture

In this paper, we prepared a dataset consisting of 25 sets
of images to train the models. These image sets include 20 to
50 frame images of a scene without surgical tools extracted
from each of the 25 surgical videos of thoracoscopic lung
cancer resection provided by the Department of Thoracic
Surgery, Kyoto University. These 25 sets of images include
12 non-smoker lung image sets and 13 smoker lung image
sets. Furthermore, we augmented the dataset by perform-
ing parallel movement, affine transformation, zooming, and
contrast changes on the extracted frame images. In addition,
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TABLE I
LUNG REGION SEGMENTATION RESULTS FOR NON-SMOKER, ORIGINAL

SMOKER, AND TRANSLATED SMOKER LUNG IMAGES: DICE

COEFFICIENT VALUES FOR EACH CASE

Non-smoker Smoker
Original Translated

Case 1.1 0.9832 Case 4.1 0.9095 0.9738
Case 1.2 0.9937 Case 4.2 0.7515 0.8402
Case 2.1 0.9911 Case 5.1 0.9164 0.8824
Case 2.2 0.9550 Case 5.2 0.9083 0.8470
Case 3.1 0.9741 Case 6.1 0.9800 0.9823
Case 3.2 0.9785 Case 6.2 0.9354 0.9054
Mean 0.9793 Mean 0.9002 0.9052

we manually created images that represent the lung region
corresponding to each frame image as the ground truth for
lung region segmentation. We used all 25 sets for the U-net
model training and used two sets for the CycleGAN model
training. To test the models, we used 12 images from six
surgical videos (i.e., two images from each video), where
five videos were not included in the training dataset and one
video was the same video as CycleGAN training dataset
video while two images were from different scenes. The
12 images consisted of six non-smoker lung images and six
smoker lung images.

Using these data, we performed the experiment shown
in Figure 2. First, we trained the lung region segmentation
model (U-net) and generated the lung region image of the
original smoker lung images. We then evaluated the Dice
coefficient of the result using the correct lung region (ground
truth). Next, we trained the image style transfer model
(CycleGAN) to translate the style of smoker lung images
to non-smoker lung images. The lung region image was
generated from this translated smoker lung image using the
lung region segmentation model and its Dice coefficient was
calculated. Finally, we compared the Dice coefficient of these
two lung region images to verify the effectiveness of the data
preprocessing using CycleGAN.

B. Lung Region Segmentation

We trained the model introduced in Section II-A using the
dataset introduced in Section III-A. For the model training
and evaluation, we used the Dice coefficient of the output
image of the model and correct lung region image. We
evaluated this model using 12 lung images. The second and
fourth columns in Table I show the results.

These results reveal that the accuracy of lung region
segmentation for smoker lung images is inferior to that of
non-smoker lung images. However, in case 6.1, the value of
the Dice coefficient is higher than some non-smoker lung
image values. This is considered to be due to the fact that
some smoker lungs have clear contour lines and can be easily
distinguished from the thoracic cavity.

C. Style Transfer by Adversarial Nets

We trained CycleGAN using 770 non-smoker lung images
as X and 1,120 smoker lung images as Y . Each of these
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Fig. 3. Average Dice coefficient of the results for each epoch. The blue
line represents the translated smoker lung image Dice coefficient and the
pink dashed line represents the original smoker lung image Dice coefficient.

image sets were extracted from one surgical video from the
dataset described in Section III-A. As the generator GX and
GY , we used U-net. The weights in loss function L are
λcyc = 10.0, λfeat = 5.0.

To find the model with the best accuracy of lung region
segmentation, we performed a style transfer to the smoker
lung images using the all models in each epoch. Then, we
segmented the lung regions of the translated images and
evaluated their Dice coefficient. We trained the model for
500 epochs and we used the training data for evaluation.
Figure 3 shows the result. In this figure, the Dice coefficient
of the translated image is higher than that of the original
image up to about epoch 200. Since the Dice coefficient
decreases smoothly as the number of epochs increases, it is
considered that the models trained for 100 to 200 epochs
are the models with the highest accuracy. Therefore, in later
experiments, we used a 163-epoch model, which had the
highest Dice coefficient of these models.

Figure 4 shows the results of translated smoker images
using the 163-epoch model and lung region images generated
by the lung region segmentation model. Columns 4 and 5 of
Table I compare the lung region segmentation results for the
original and translated smoker lung images. As shown in
the table, in three cases, the Dice coefficient value of the
translated images decreased. In these cases, the CycleGAN
model failed to translate the images properly. However, in
case 4.1, 4.2 and 6.1, the Dice coefficient value increased,
where case 6.1 was the image from the CycleGAN training
dataset video. In these cases, the translation of the image
succeeded and lung region segmentation accuracy increased.
The reason why translation succeeded in case 4.1 and 4.2
is that the lung color of these case images resembled the
lung color of the image in the training data of the model.
In contrast, we consider that the translation of cases 5.1 and
5.2 failed because the images differ from the images in the
training data. In these failed cases, the contour line of the
lung images was blurred by the translation, and this is the
reason why the Dice coefficient value decreased. For case
6.2, translation failed since the appearance of the lung differs
from the lung in training data.
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Fig. 4. Translated smoker lung images using the 163-epoch model and generated lung region images using lung region segmentation model. The first
and second columns show the original lung images and generated lung region images, respectively, the third and fourth columns show the translated lung
images and generated lung region images, respectively, and the fifth column shows the correct lung region images.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This paper introduced a lung region segmentation method
using deep learning and a data preprocessing method using
adversarial nets. The results of the lung region segmentation
reveal that the proposed method could obtain lung regions
with high accuracy. Because the accuracy of the smoker lung
images was low, we performed a data preprocessing method
that attempted to translate the texture of a smoker lung
image to a non-smoker lung image. Using this preprocessing
method, we obtained a highly accurate lung region segmen-
tation in one test case. Future challenges include improving
the lung region segmentation and the adversarial training to
translate image styles accurately in more general cases.
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